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Topological properties of spaces of sections of bundles are investigated in detail, and 
connected with results in constructive topology, in particular for notions of compactness, 
connectedness and uniformity. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Introduction and summary 
This paper is to some extent a sequel to Grayson [6], hereafter eferred to as 
CGT I. One should be tamiliar with CGT I, or at least have access to it, since 
frequent reference is made to it. The emphasis here however is more on the 
(sheaf) models and less On the constructive theory of topology; another difference 
from CGT I is that the methods used here in reasoning about the models are often 
(necessarily) classical, whereas in CGT I we were concerned to reason about them 
constructively as far as possible. 
In the present section we cover some preliminary topological notions. In 
Section 2 a more general class of models is presented, the spaces of sections of 
bundles; in CGT I  we only considered 'constant' examples of these. The Rep- 
resentation Theorem 2.1.1 of [5] shows that all internal topological spaces in 
'topological models' (i.e., in topoi c~ sheaves over spaces) arise as subspaces of 
such spaces of sections; thus this clat,~ of models has an intrinsic interest, and the 
bulk of the paper is concerned with establishing connections between internal 
properties of these spaces and external properties of their fibres. Our main tool is 
the Spreading Lemma (Section 2.3), whose first applications include an internal 
characterisation of subsets of a space of sections which are 'representable' by
external subsets of th~ bundle (Section 2.4). 
In Sections 3 and'4 we consider notions of compactness and connectedness, and 
interpret them in spaces of ~ections. This leads to two main results, on the validity 
for all spaces in all topological models, of two theorems on connected and 
chain-connected metric spaces. We acknowledge a gap here, in that we have not 
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yet found non-topological counter-examples to these results (in the style of [4] 
and CGTI,  for properties of the reals, for example). Note also that we are 
concerned to deduce both internal properties from external ones, and vice versa; 
this is in contrast o CGT I, where we only spoke of properties being 'preserved' 
`from a space X to the space Xr. In Section 3.4 we give a brief account of 
compact-open topologies on function spaces. 
The final section contains an account of uniform spaces, where we show a 
connection with the 'fields of uniform spaces' of Dauns and Hofmann [3]. 
1.2. Some topological notions 
We introduce here some of the topological notions needed later, relying on 
CGT I for the more basic notions. 
Definition 1.2.1. A topology on X i'~ a set O(X) of subsets of X, containing X and 
closed under finite intersections and arbitrary unions. Concepts uch as: interior, 
neighbourhood (basis), closure, continuous function, product, are as usual; see 
CGT I for those of: separated, Hausdorff, regular. 
For a subset A of a space X 
(i) -hA ={x Ix # A}=Int(X\A) ;  
(ii) A cc  B (A well-contained in B) iff X= (-hA Ulnt B); 
(iii) A is well-closed (or: w-closed) lit (A c_ U---~ Acc  U); 
(iv) A is located iff V UVxeU[~ye(AOU)vx  # A). 
Definition 1.2.2. For X a metric space we have the notion of filter-completeness, 
which, in the absence of the principle of countable choice (CAC), is stronger than 
that of sequential-completeness. See Definition 5.1.7 for the extension to uniform 
spaces. 
For a subset A of a metric space (X, p) 
(v) A is metrically located iff for every x eX  the distance p(x,A)= 
inf{p(x, y) l yEA} exists, and, if p (x ,A)<~,  then 3 y~ A" p(x, y)<& 
(vi) A is totally bounded iff for each k there are xo, . . ,x .  eA  such that 
A = Ui~,, S(xi; k-l). 
As is well known from the intuitionistic literature (e.g., [9]), a subset of I~" is 
totally bounded iff it is bounded and metrically located. As to the relationship 
between the two kinds of locatedness, it is easy to see that metrically located 
implies located; it is also not hard to construct a Brouwer-type counter-example 
to the converse implication among the subsets of Baire space. We consider the 
situatiot~ in more detail in Proposition 3.1.5. 
Remark 1.2.3. The main point of the notion of w-closed set is the characterisa- 
tion of compact subspaces in Section 3.1. For the moment we note the following 
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facts: w-closure and ordinary closure are incomparable: 
(a) In ~, ([0, 1] O [1, 2]) is w-closed bul not closed constructively (its closure is 
[0, 2]). 
(b) In the model R~ (see CGT I, Section 2, and Example 2.1.6 below), let ~ be 
the generic real (At • t) and a the partial element (At e (0, ~o) • 0). Internally the set 
{a} is closed, but not w-closed, as we now see: we have {a}~ ((0, ~o)×~) internally 
(see Section 2.1 for the definitions), but 0~[~ # {a}v~e((0,~)×R)]l. 
Note also that: 
(c) In this example, there is no least w-closed set containing {a}: let b be 
(At. 0) and c be (At-min{t, 0}), so that {b},{c} are w-closed internally, but 
{a} =({b}f~{c}) is not w-closed. Thus w-closure does not arise from a closure 
operator on P(X). 
Finally 
(d) For A a subset of a separated space X, if A is w-closed, then A is located: 
If A is w-closed and x e U, the separatedness of X gives 
Vy~A[y~Uvx# y] 
so that A_ ({z~XI3yeAtTU}f3~{x}) .  Then, as A is w-closed, either x 
({z e X 1 3 y e A f3 U} t_J -7{x}), whence 3 y ~ A n U, or x # A. 
1.3. Soberness and relative soberness 
The following constructive notion of a sober space was introduced in [5], to 
which we refer for more details. It is equivalenL classically, to every irreducible 
closed set being the closure of some point, which follows cktssicaily from Haus- 
dorffness. Fourman and Scott [5, 8.14] show that e, ven the rationals need not be 
sober constructively; constructively, in fact, soberness i a kind of 'completeness' 
property, as is borne out by Proposition 3.2.2. 
Definition 1.3.1. A super]ilter on a space X is a filter ~ on (Y(X) such that 
v @z~_~(x)[U 0u~,~ 3  u~(~u n~)]. 
~; converges to a point x iff VU[x  ~ U~-~ U~] .  X is sober iff every superfilter 
converges. 
We generally assume X to be To so that every superfilter converges to at most 
one point. 
As examples of sober spaces we have all filter-complete metric (or uniform, see 
Section 5) spaces. As a general method of forming sober spaces we have the 
following. 
Definition 1.3.2. The soberiJication Soo(X) of a space X consists of all superfilters 
on X, with the topology with opens {St I U~:} ,  for U~(X) .  
X is embedded in Sob(N) by x ,-~ ~x ={UI  x e U}. 
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Remark 1.3.3. The key facts about Sob(X) that we will need later are 
(i) Sob(X) is sober; 
(ii) ~7(X) and ~7(Sob(X)) are isomorphic; 
(iii) X is dense in Sob(X) (under the embedding). 
Fact (i) will allow us to apply Fourman's Representation Theorem 2.1.1 for sober 
spaces in sheaves over a space; facts (ii) and (iii) will ensure that X and Sob(X) 
share all the relevant opological properties (see Lemma 4.3.1). 
A generalisation f the above concepts will serve in Section 2./4 to characterise 
'representable' subsets of spaces of sections. 
Definition 1.3,4. For A c_ X and ~: a superfilter on if(A) and x ~ X we say that 
converges to x iff 
VU[x~ U,,.~ (UN A)~] .  
Then A is sober relative to X iff, whenever a superfilter ~ in e?(A) converges to a 
point x ~ X, we have x ~ A. 
Correspondingly, we define the soberification of A relative to X, Sob(A, X), to 
consist of those points of X converged to by some superfilter on ~(A). 
One can think of relative soberness as saying that A contains all the points of .~( 
that it 'should do'. We give some examples below, after we have simplified the 
definitions in the following 
Lemma L3.5. Sob(A, X) consists of those x ~ X such that 
VU, V[xE UA(UNA)~_ V---~ xe V]. 
Thus A is relatively sober iff, whenever (*) holds for x ~ X, then x ~ A. 
(*) 
ProoL Firstly, if ~ is a superfilter on ~Y(A) converging to x, and (x~ U^ 
(UAA)c_ V), then (UN A)~:  and (UO A)c_ (VNA) ,  so that (VA A)~5~, too. 
But then x~ V, so that (*) holds. 
Conve~:sely, if (*) holds for x, set 
~;={(UAA) Ix~ U} 
and check that this is a superfilter on ~Y(A) converging to x. For convergence, 
(x e U ~ ( U n A) e ~)  is clear; and if ( U n A) ~ ~,  then ( U n A) = ( V N A) where 
x~ V, whence xc U, too, by (*). 
~: is clearly a filter, so for 'super'-ness, uppose that U {UOAIUe~}= 
(U ~)OA ~ ~. As before, (*) yields x ~ U ~d, so that x ~ U for some U~,  and 
hence (UAA)e~ for some Ue~,  as required. 
Examples 1.3.6. (a) Open sets: If x e Sob(U, X), the fact that 
(xeX/x (UNX)c_  U) gives x~ U, by Lemma 1.3.5. 
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(b) Closed sets: This will follow when we show, for any A, that Sob(A, X )c  
cltA). 
Let xeSob(A,  X) and suppose that xe  U. Set V={z~ x []  y~(UfTA)}, so 
that (UNA)c_ V. Then (*) of Lemma 1.3.5 gives xr=V. and hence :~ y e (UM A), 
as required for x E el(A). 
(c) Singleton sets, i.e., A such that Vx, y e A • x = y. 
Proof: Exercise, assuming X to be To, as usual. 
(d) Classically, every subset of a T1 space. Let X be T1 and x~A ~_X, and put 
U=(X\{x}), which is open. Now (x~X^(XNA)c_U)  but xCU, so that 
x¢Sob(A, X), by Lemma 1.3.5. 
Non..examples: 
(e) The rationals need not constructively be sober relative to the reals. For the 
reals themselves are sober and the rationals may not be (as noted at the beginning 
of this subsection); while, clearly, if X is sober, then so is Sob(A, X), for any 
Ac_X. 
(f) As a classical non-example, consider X = {0, 1, 2 . . . . .  ~o}, having as opens 
just ~ and the sets U, = {n, n + 1 . . . . .  a~} for n e ~1. Take A = N c X: to belongs to 
every non-empty open set, hence to ~ Sob(A, X); her~e A is not relatively sober 
in X. 
The following result shows that relative soberness provides the link between 
w-closure and ordinary closure; it will be useful in Proposition 3.2.2. 
Lemma 1.3.7, For A c X with X separated, if A is w-closed and relatively sober, 
then A is closed. 
Prong. We show that, if A is w-closed, the:a cl(A)c_Sob(A, X), and the result 
follows. 
If x~cl(A) and (x~U^(Uf3A)c_V),  we need to obtain xeV.  As X is 
separated, we have 
Vy~X[y~Uvx# y], so Vy~A[y~Vvx# y] 
i.e., A c_ (VU-7{x}) whence A c c (VU'7{x}), as A is w-closed. Now -7(x # x) 
and -7(x # A), as x E cl(A), so x e V, as required. 
Remark 1.3.8. Note that it follows that the union of two relatively sober subsets 
need not be relatively sober. Both [0, 1] and [1, 2] are w-closed and sober relative 
to •, but ([0, 1]U [1, 2]) is w-closed and not closed, hence not relatively sober. 
2. Spaces ot sections 
2.1. Spaces of sections 
The use of sheaves of sections of bundles over a space as internal topological 
spaces in the topos of sheaves over the space is well known, and generalises the 
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constant structures used as models in CGT I (see Example 2.1.6(a)). This general- 
isation enables one to get hold of all sober internal topological spaces, through the 
result of Fourman and Scott [5, 8.17]: 
Representation Theorem 2.1.1. Every sober internal space in sheaves over a space 
arises as the sFace of sections of a bundle. 
The soberification construction of Definition 1.3.2 will then allow us to deduce 
assertions about all spaces from assert. ,ns about all spaces of sections. 
Thus these spaces of sections have an intrinsic interest, and the bulk of the 
remainder of this paper is devoted to their detailed study. In contrast o those of 
CGT I, the methods used here in studying the models are largely classical and not 
constructive. 
Definition 2.1.2. A projection is a continuous function ~r :E -~ T. A (partial) 
section of ~r is a continuous function a : U--~ E, with Ue~Y(T), satisfying 
Vte  U .  ~r(a(t)) = t. 
The set of sections, denoted by E, is made into a (complete) O(T)-set (or sheaf 
over T) by setting 
[[a = b] = Im{t I a(t) = b(t)}. 
The projection is full (or: a bundle) iff each point x of E has a section a through 
it, i.e., a(~r(x)) = x. A subset of E is full iff it is so as a subspace of E. 
Remark 2.1.3. Clearly we lose nothing in the internal ogic, by assuming fullness 
so we generally do so. For the modelling of hig~,er-older constructs by t~(T)- 
valued sets we refer to Fourman and Scott [5] and Grayson [7]. 
Notation. In this context we use the following notation: 
s, t , . . .  range over T; 
U, U ' , . . .  range over ¢(T); 
x, y . . . .  range over E,  
W, W' , . . .  range over ~?(E); 
a, b . . . .  range over E. 
For A c_ E and B ~ T, A .  = (An  ~r-~(B)); in particular, Eo = 7r-~(B) and A, = 
A~t}. 
E, is ,;ailed the fibre at t, and is given its topology as a subspace of E. 
Definition 2.1.4. For any subset A of E we define a ~(T)-valued predicate A. on 
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E by setting 
~a ~ _All = Int{t j a(t) ~ A}. 
We call _A the subset of _E represented by A (see Section 2.4 for a characterisa- 
tion of such subsets; some evaluations for them are g~vet~ in Remark 2.1.7, 
Application 2.3.3 and Example 2.4.1). 
For W~7(E)  we have lla e _Wll= {tJa(t)e W} since each a is continuous. The 
{?(T)-set {7(E) is taken to be {.WJ W~{?(E)}, considered as a sub-G'(T)-set of 
@(E), the power-set of _E (consisting of all predicates q~, ~ on _E with 
Proposition 2.1.5. ~(,E) is internally a topology on E. 
Proo|. Much as for the special case of the constant bundles (Example 2.1.6(a)) in 
CGT I, Section 2.2. 
Example 2.1.6. (a) For any space X, the product space (Tx X) wit~a the natural 
projection into T forms a bundle, whose sections are identified with partial 
continuous functions from T to X with open domain. We identify the space of 
sections in this case therefore with the space XT of CGT !. 
In this context we use the following notation: 
s,t,. range over T; 
U; U',. range over {?(T); 
x, y,. range over X; 
V, V',. range over {?(X); 
W, W',. range over ~(TxX) ;  
a, b,. range over XT. 
For Ac_(TxX)  we write A, now for {xJ(t,x)eA}. 
Here the fibres are all (homeomorphic to) X it.,~elf, and we call thi'; the constant 
X-valued bundle. As particular sections we have the constant ones (At. x), 
denoted 2, for x e X. 
(b) If A~E is full, then (A, ~rl'A) is a full projectior~, giving A its topology 
as a subspace of E. In particular, we get many interesting spaces as subspaces of 
constant bundles. 
Remark 2.13. (i) Elementary set-theoretic operations and relations for rep- 
resented subsets of .E are given by corresponding exteanal ones. For example, for 
A, B c E full: 
Ug[-A c B_] iff Auc_Btl 
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and 
~_A n Bn = (An  B). 
For ~_~(E) ~U{_Wl w~}l l=  Urr. 
(ii) For • a predicate on _E define its graph as 
gr(~) = {x e E 13a through x-  or(x) ~ [a ~ ~}.  
Then we find that [[~]];-: (~gr(qb)). If a(t) # gr(qb), we have a(t)e W=-'agr(~). 
Now ~g_z n q~ = 0] = T, as W n gr(q~) = 0, while t e ~a e _W]; thus t ~ [a # qb]. 
Conversely, if t~a  # ~,  let U, W be such that a(t)~ W and te U~_~W. A c~ = 
0]. Then Wungr (~)=0 and a(t)~ Wu, so that a(t) # gr(4'). 
More such evaluations in Application 2.3.3 and Example 2.4.1. Note that for 
A ~ E, A is full iff A = gr(A). 
Exercise 2.1.8. (i) If each fibre E, is To, T~ or T2 (in the sense of CGT I, Sectk~n 
3.1), then E is too internally. 
(ii) Show the converse, for T o ~md T~, when T is itself T t. What about 
counter-examples in the other cases? 
Note that Fourman and Scott [5, 8.22] characterise those _E that are internally 
Hausdorff (in the sense of CGT I, Section 3.2) as those for which E is separated, 
that is, for x, y ~ E,, 
x÷ y~3W, W'[x~ W^ y~ W ^ (wn w')=O]. 
2.2. Products, conti~uous functions, metrics, soberness 
2,2.1. The product E=:V~, ,E i  of projections (E~,w,) into T is formed 
by setting 
E={~ X El [V i<~n • ¢q(x,) = 7ro(Xo)} 
with 7r(~)= ~ro(Xo), and topology as a subspace of the (full) product X~,  El. 
(Vi~, E~ is sometimes called the fibred product.) 
It is easily seen that _E acts as the internal product of the spaces .El. More 
general products Vi, l  E, may be defined analogously, but only behave properly 
(are full) when the following holds. 
For 2 ~ V~ El and t = ~r(~), there is U, a neigi~bourhood f t, and sections ai in 
E~ through x~ and defined on the whole of U. (Compare with [3, I, 1.33], and see 
Remark 5.2.4.) 
2.2.2. By Fourman and Scott [5,8,18] continuous functions 
over U~7(T)  correspond to (external) continuous functions 
f :Eu  ---~ E'u with V x~E u • ~r'(f(x)) = ~r(x) 
F:E~E'  
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according to the equation 
f(a(t)) = F(a)(t) 
for aeE ,  t~ Undom(a) .  
In case E'  is a constant bundle (TxX) ,  
c~ntinuous functions f :Etr - -*  X [5, 8.23]. 
we can simplify further to just 
2.2.3. To determine what a compatible metric on a space _E looks like, 
recall that the (Dedekind) reals appear over ~(T) as the space ~r.  Now, since a 
compatible metric o, on _E is (at least) a continuous function from E 2 to the reals, 
the preceding facts show that we have a continuous function p :EvE~R 
determining the metric according to 
o,(a, b)(t) = p(a(t), b(t)), for a, b e _E. 
The remaining conditions internally are 
(i) cr(a,b)>~O,~r(a,b)=O if[ a=b 
o'(b, a) = ~r(a, b) ~ o-(a, c) + ~r(c, b); 
(ii) the ~r-spheres S(a; g:) form a basis for the topology (they are always open, 
as ~r is continuous). 
Condition (i) is equivalent e p acting as a metric function on each fibre E, 
(provided also condition (ii) holds and each E, is assumed To). For condition (ii) 
we define, for e>0,  a~_E, and UE~?(T), the e-tube about a over U as 
T(U, a, e) = {x ~ Err [ p(a('rr(x)), x) < e}. 
Then we find that 
Uc_[S(a;  i )=  T(U, a, e)~ 
sc that (ii) amounts to: the tubes T(U, a, e) form a basis for the topology on E. 
In particular then, p acts as a compatible metric on each fibre E,, so that we 
have the following result: /f _E is metrisable, so is each fibre E,. 
The converse is intuitively improbable, and a counter-example may be found in 
Example 3.3.4. 
Establishing such relationships between internal properties of E and external 
properties of the fibres will occupy a large part of the remainder of this paper; 
here are some more examples, 
2.2.4. If each fibre E, of a metric bundle E is complete with respect to 
the induced metric p, then _E is complete internally 
If t~[[~ is a Cauchy filter on _El, we set 
~,={W, I t~_we~} 
and find that ~:, is a Cauchy filter on Et, converging to a point at, say; and then 
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At • a t is continuous. We leave the details as an exercise for the, reader, along with 
the task of giving an example to show that completeness of the fibres is not 
necessary for internal completeness. (Hint: take E a subspace of (R xR).) 
2.2.5. As a corollary of the preceding, we find that the completion of E 
internally is ~, where 
and /~, is the (external) completion of E~; the metric p is extended canonically to 
: 1~ v F£ ~ ~ and /~ has the 'old tubes' 
T(U,  a, ~ ) = {x ~ Lk, I ~(a(~(x)) ,  x) < ~}, 
for a E E, as basis for its topology. 
Note, however, that, since completeness of E does not necessitate that of each 
Et,/~ may not be full. 
2.2.6. In the case of constant bundles (T×X) ,  it is easy to see that XT 
is sober iff X is sober. In general, however, the connection between soberness of 
fibres and internal soberness is not so good. Looking forward to Example 3.3.4, 
we leave it to the reader to check that, in that example, with 
U~[[W~,~]]  iff (n, 0 )cW,  
we have 
to ~[I~ is a superfiltel on El,  
but there is no section to which ,~ converges (at ~o), although all the fibres are 
sober, being metric. 
Preparatory to retrieving this situation, so far as possible, we note that: if E is 
sober, then so is _E internally: if t~ ~:  is a superfilter on El, we set 
and find that ~:, is a superfilter on E, converging to a point a ,~E, ,  with ht .a  t 
continuous. (We assume T to be T~ here.) 
2.2./ .  Now we can evaluate the soberification Sob(E) (more or less) as 
Sob(E),  where Sob(E) is given the topology derived from that of E (see 
Definition 1.3.2), and the projection is determined as follows. For ~: a superfilter 
on E, we set 
which gives a superfilter on T. Thus Sob(E) is projected into Sob(T), and then we 
can either assume (without much loss) that T is sober, or replace Sob(E) by 
Sob(E)7. 
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Note that again Sob(E) may not be full, but anyway we can at least, assumil~g E 
full, find a full F such that _F~Sob(_E) internally, with E a subspace of F. 
We now use these facts to show 
Theorem 2.2.8. If E is metric, then E. is sober. 
ProoL We take a slightly roundabout route, via the results on representable 
subsets in Section 2.4; the re,~der may prefer to give a direct (even, constructive!) 
proof himself. 
By the above, _E is a representable subset of its soberification, and, if _E is 
metric, so is its soberification. Thus, by Theorem 2.4.4, _E is sober relative to its 
soberification, hence, in fact, sober itself. 
Note that the same method yields: if each E, is sober, then so is .E internally, 
whenever T is T~, or E a subspace of a constant bundle. 
Thus we find that the Representation Theorem is to some extent a 'best 
possible' result, since for most 'decent' spaces (e.g. metrics) we only get the 
internal sober spaces as spaces of sections. 
2.3. The spreading lemma 
Remark 2.3.1. A recurring problem in relating internal properties of a space _E to 
external ones of the fibres is the following. 
Given Wo, W1 . . . .  in ~(E) such that (Wo), (W1)~... satisfy some conditions in 
Ee, find W~, W~ . . . .  in O(E) such that (W~), = (Wi), for each i and the opens 
W'_ o, W'_ , . . .  satisfy 'the same' conditions in E. 
Our main tool for doing this is the Spreading Lemma below, which says that 
we can do this 'spreading' of pointwise behaviour in the following three cases: 
(i) the base space T is T1, 
(ii~ Ec_ (TxX) ,  where X is T~, but T is arbitrary; 
(iii) _E is metric. 
The counter-example of Example 3.3.4 shows that this may fail when T is not 
T~, even if each fibre E, is metric. 
Note that the problem above relates to deducing properties of fibres from 
internal properties of E. In the converse direction the deductions seem always to 
be either fairly easily proved, or fairly easily disproved, using, say, subspeces of 
(R ×•) (which are, in particular, metrisable). Case (iii) will be of most interest 
later on, especially in Section 4.3, but the other two are also of interest, if only as 
motivating the proof for the other, more difficult case. 
Lemma 2.3.2. In each of the three cases above, for fixed t in T, we can construct, 
for each WE~(E),  a W' ~(E) ,  in such a way that 
(a) W',= W,; 
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(b) if A c_ E is full and Wo, W~ satisfy (Wo), O A, c_ (W0, ' then (W~ n A) c_ W'~ 
(and hence (W_ 'o N A) c W_'~ internally); 
(c) for ~c_~(E),(U "W')'= U {W'l W~}.  
Prool. Case (i), where T is T1, is very simple. We set 
W' = WU E~T\U~ 
which is open as T is T~. 
Conditions (a) and (c) are easy. 
For (b) note that, for s ~ t, W'~ = E~ always; thus, if also (Wo) , n A, c_ (W~),, we 
immediately have W~A A c_ W~. 
Case (ii), where Ec_.(T×X) with X T1, is a little harder, but we can use 
essentially the same definition, namely 
W' = E O ((T x W,) U ( (T\  ~-)x X)) 
where ? is short for cl{t}. 
Again, for s¢ f, W's = E~, always; while for s ~ t, W'  = E~ n W~. 
Conditions (a) and (c) are a~,ain clear. For (b) we have just to check, in addition 
to the argument for case (i), that, for s~?, if (Wo),f lA, c_(W~),, then 
(w~,)~ n A~ ~_ (W~)~. 
Take x ~ (W~)~ n A~ = (Wo), N A,, and then let a ~ Xr have a(s) = x and s ~ ~a 
.A] as A is full. Since s~ i" we get t~a~A] ,  so that a(t)~A,; we use the 
assumption that X is "/'1 to deduce a(t)= a(s) and we are home, as then 
x = a(t)~ (Wo), O A, c_ (W~), and (W~)~ = (Wz), O E~. If a(s)~ V~ ~(X), continuity 
of a and s ~ t- give a(t) ~ V; thus X being T~ implies a(s) = a(t). 
Case (iii) is the hardest. Again the problem is what to make W'  for s ~ i'; this 
time we use the metric to provide the necessary 'horizontal uniformity' in the 
topology of E, which in case (ii) was provided by the (constant) topology of X. 
(This is straightforwardly extended to uniform spaces; see Remark 5.2.6.) 
We take E to have a compatible metric tr and corresponding external continu- 
ous function p:EvE-*R ,  as in Definition 2.2.3. We set W'~=E~ for s¢ ?, as 
before, and, for s c ?, x e W'~ iff 
if a e E has a(s) = x, then a(t) ~ W~. (*) 
First we note that, as dora(a) is always open, if s~ ?Odomta),  then t~dom(a)  
also, so that (*) is always meaningful. Next we want to show that (*) does not 
depend on the section a referred to, that is, 
if s ~ ? and a(s) = b(s), then a(t) ~- b(t). 
If a(s)=b(s), then p(a(s),b(s))<e for all e>0;  but then s~t  gives 
p(a(I), b(t))< e for all e>0,  as p, a, b are continuous, and thus a( l )= b(t). 
The next step is to show W' to be open. Away from i" there is no problem, so let 
s ~ T and x ~ W'~, so that, for a(s) = x, a(t) ~ W,. 
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Then we can find e > 0 such that S(a(t); e) c W,, as p is a compatible metric on 
Et; we aim to show that T(dom(a), a, e) ~ W', and we are hon.e. Let y e E~. with 
s 'edom(a)  and p(a(s'), y)<e.  Then eithers'f~ so that ye  W' .= E~,, anyway; or 
s'~E Now, if b(s ')=y, we have p(a(s'),b(s'))<e and hence, as before, 
p(a(t), b(t))< e, so that b(t)~ W,; and then y e W', as required. 
Conditions (a) and (c) are now quite easy: for s ~ ~" and a(s) = x, and 3VgO'(E), 
x~(U "I¢')' iff a(t)~ [_J 
iff a(t)~ W for some W~W 
iff x~ W' for some W~.  
Finally, for condition (b), given (Wo)fTA,~(W~), and ss~, we want 
(Wb),f7A~c_(W'~)~. If x~(W'o~NA, let a(s)=x and s~a~.A], as A is full. 
Then by definition, a(t)~ (Wo),; but also t~ ~a z_A], as s ~ ~. So, by assumption, 
a(t)~(W~),, and hence a(s)~(W'O~, as required. 
Application 2.3.3. Let A c E be full, and E satisfy one of the conditions for the 
Spreading Lemma (l:'~us, in case (i), each E, being T1); then 
[[_A is w-closed]~ U iff V U'G U.  Au, closed in Eu,. 
Proof. If Au, is closed and U'~_Ac_ WIN U for Ws~(E), then Au, c_ W, so 
that, for a~E and t~dom(a)f3 U', we have either a(t)~ W, so t~[a~ W_] or 
a(t)# At:,, so t~a # _All, by Remark 2.1.7(ii). Hence U'c_[_Acc $_V]; but 
W, U' were arbitrary, U'c_ U, so U c I[_A is w-closed~, if every U'~_ U has A u, 
closed. 
Conversely, if U___[[_A is w-closed] and x~(E,\A,) with t~ U, since Et is 
assumed T1 in each case, we have W~t~(E) with 
A,c_ W, and x~ W,. 
Let W' be given by the Spreading Lemma, so that 
Ac_W' but xCW'. 
by conditions (b) and (a) respectively. Thus U ~ ,~_A c _W'] so U c_ ~_A c c _W'], by 
w-closure. 
Let a be a section thlough x, so that 
t~[a # _Ava~ W']; 
but a(t)=x~ W', so t~a # A.], and hence a(t)=x # A. Thus, for x¢A, we 
have shown x¢cl(A), when x~ Etl, as required. 
2.4. Representable subsets 
A natural question to ask now is: which predicates on a space of sections E 
are the form _A for some A g E? 
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We call such internal subsets representable; clearly this class is interesting 
because we can easily 'visualise' them externally a ,d  perform operations on them 
and determine their properties according to external conditions (e.g., the applica- 
tion 2.3.3 of the Spreading Lemma). 
The sort of answer we have in mind is some internal condition on a predicate 
sufficient and, hopefully, necessary for representability. This has also some 
significance in indicating the limits of the Representation Theorem 2.2.1, as 
indicated in the Thcorem 2.2.8. 
Example 2.4.1. Rather thaa give the answer straight off we look first at some 
examples (and non.examples) which serve to suggest he answer. 
(a) For any predicate 0 on _E we have a 'best approximation' to a representing 
set, its graph 
gr(O)= {a(t) l t e~a ~ CI)], re"l, acE}. 
Since Uc_~ae 011 implies V te  U .  a ( t )egr (O)  we have Ûc_gr(O) internally. 
On the ether hand, if A is full, A = gr(_A). Thus gr(O) is the least full subset A 
of E such that • c A internally; thus also 
is representable iff O = gr(O) internally. 
(Or one may state a localised form: 
is representable over U iff U__ ~O = gr(O)].) 
(b) Open sets are representable: by definition they are just the predicates W for 
W ~ t~( E). 
(c) Closed sets are representable; we evaluate in fact c1(4~) for any pre.aicate O. 
For convenience we write 0, for (gr(4,)),, which is 
{a(t) I t e [a e Ol], a e E}. 
We find then that cl(O)= A internally, where 
A = U cl(Ot) 
I~T  
and cl(O,) is taken in the fibre E,. 
(Note however that this A may not be full, but, no matter, use A '= gr(A) 
instead.) 
(d) Singleton sets are representable: if • is a singleton, then • = {a} for some 
(partial) section a of _E, so gr(O) = {a(t) I t e dora a} and rib = gr(O) is obvious. 
(e) The constant sections X, for E a constant bundle (TxX) ,  may not be 
representable: that is, putting 
~a e 2]]= U {~a = ~ l x e X} = U { U [ a constant on U} 
we find that gr(,,~)= (TxX) ,  whi!e X:r may well contain non- (lecal;y) constant 
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elements. Of particular interest is the case of ~ where ~ is precisely the subspace 
of Cauchy reals [4, Section 3]; thus the Cauchy reals are not representable here. 
Similarly the rationals appear in Qo as Q and so are not representable either; on 
the other hand, rather curiously, the eonnectedne:;s of R enzures that all sections 
of (QxR) are (locally) constant, so that the rationals are representable in this 
model. 
Now for the first half of our characteristation: 
Lemma 2A.2. If el, is any 7redicate on a space of sections E, then gr(~)_ 
Sob(g, _E) fnternally. 
Proof. Let Uc_~aegr(~)], that is, VteU.a( t )~cb  t. We want U=_~a~ 
Sob(~, F)], that is, for all W, W'eC?(E), 
UNIIa~ _W^(_Wn~)_c W']]_cl[a~ _W'] (by Lemma 1,3.5). 
Let t~ U, a(t)e W and t e ~_W n qb c _W'], so that (IV, N ~,)~ W~; but a(t)~ ~,  by 
assumption, so a(t)~ W', as required. 
Theorem 2.4.3. I[ • is sober relative to E internally, then cb is representable. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.4.2, since internally we have 
a, ~_ ~(a,! ~_ Sob(,, E)-- a,, 
when • is relatively sober. 
(Note: we could also give a 'localised' version: if U G~ rel. sober], then 
representable over U.) 
Example 1.3.6 (f) indicates that we cannot expect o have relative soberness for 
all representable subsets of any bundle E, even if E is a constant bundle. It turns 
out that the Spreading Lemma gives the right conditions fcr this. 
Theorem 2.4.4. I[ E satislies one o[ the conditions for the Spreading Lemma (plus, 
in case (i), each E, being T1), then every predicate .A, [or A ~ E, is sober relative to 
E internally. 
Proof. If t~[a e Sob(A, E)], we show that a(t)eSob(A,, E,), whence a(t)~A,, as 
required, since A, is always sober relative to E, as we have assumed (in e, ach case) 
that E, is TI (Example 1.3.6(d)). 
Let a(t)~(Wo), and (Wo),OA, ~_(WO,. 
Applying the Spreading Lemma we get W b, W~ with 
- -  W t WbfqAcW' l  and ( ~): (W~), for i=0,1.  
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Thus t ¢ ~a e _W~ A _W6 N _A c _W~]t so t ~ [[a ¢ W~], as t E ~a ~ Sot,( ~, _E)], wb~;~ee 
a(t) ~ ( W'O, = ( W1),, as required. 
Remark 2.4.5. One might hope to get a result of the form: _A sober relative to E 
iff each A, sober relative to E,. But we can extract an example to show that 
relative soberness of each At is not sufficient from Example 3.3.4. 
We consider E, as there, included in 
F = u u {(,,,, 0)} 
with (to, 0) having just the Fu. as neighbourboods. Now 0 = ()ft. 0) ~ ~ and 
co~6eSob(E,_F)] but ~o¢[[(')~.E]. 
Nevertheless, each E, is relatively sober, being metric. 
It is also quite easy to give an example to show that relative soberness of each 
A, is not necessary, either, for making _A relatively sober. 
3. Compactness 
3,1. Compactness 
The topological notion of compactness considered here seems to be in some 
disrepute currently in constructive circles, the preferred notion being that of 
Bishop [1] for metric spaces, of being complete and totally bounded; the two 
notions are incomparable, as we see below in Section 3.2. On the other hand, 
Brouwer himself accepted our topological notion for Cantor space, in the form of 
the Fan Theorem, and hence also for the unit interval [0, 1]. In CGTI  we 
observed some pleasant :,,nsequences of compactness; in the present section we 
characterise compact subspaces of a compact Hausdorff space, as well as compact 
spaces of sections. The final subsection contains a brief account of compact-open 
topologies. 
Definition 3.1.1. A space X is compact iff every open cover of X has a finite 
subcover, that is, 
V°~_~e(X)[X=Uc'~,-- ,aU, ,  . . . . .  U,,~°~ • X= U u,]. 
x is locally compact iff it hat a neighbourhood basis of compact subspaces. 
Remark, Classically, this notion of 'local' compactness is usually called 'properly 
local' compactness, but this coincides with the condition: 'Every point has some 
compact neighbourhood' when X is Hausdorff. Constructively, our notion seems 
the more useful, for example, for the good behaviour of compact-open topologies 
on function spaces (Section 3.4). 
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We now proceed to characterise compact subspaces. 
Lemma 3.1.2. (i) For X separated regular, if A c_ X is compact, then A is w-closed. 
(if) For X compact, if A ~_ X is w-closed, then A is compact. 
Proof. (i) By the definition of separated regularity, if A ~ u, then A is covered by 
{ V [ Vc c U}. So, if A is also compact, we get V o . . . . .  Vn such that 
Ac_=_" U V~ and Vi<~n. V iccU.  
Then A c c U, so that A is w-closed. 
(if) If A is w-closed and A _ U ~, we get A c: c U 6~l, that is, X = (7.4, U U qz). 
Then compactness of X gives Uo . . . .  , U~ in ~ such that 
? 
X=~AU U U,. 
Clearly, then, A c_ U~,  U~, so that A is compact. 
Corollary 3.1.3. (i) If X is compact and Hausdorff (in the sense of CGT I, Section 
3), then for A ~_ X, A is compact iff A is w-closed. 
(if) Assuming [0, 1] compact, for A c_~", A is compact iff A is bounded and 
w-closed. 
Proof. (i) From CGT I, Section 5, we know that compact Hausdorff spaces are 
separated regular; now use Lemma 3.1.2. 
(if) Immediate. 
Remark 3.1.4. Corollary 3.1.3(ii), combined with tl e evaluation given in Appli- 
cation 2.3.3, characterises those A c (Txl~") for which _A, as a subspace of ~ ,  is 
compact, as those with each Au closed (in (UxRn)) and (noeally) bounded, in the 
sense that 
Vt3m::! U~t .  At jc_(U×[-m, m]"). 
A more general characterisation f compact spaces of sections is given in 
Section 3.3. 
Here is another example of the use of compactness. 
Proposition 3.1.5. If X is compact, then A c X is metrically located iff it is 
inhabited and located. 
Proof. One direction is easy and does not use compactness. For the other, if A is 
inhabited and located, we want to show that p(x, A) exists for each x ~ X; for this 
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it suffices to find, for each e>O, an aeA with 
Y b e A • p(x, b) > p(x, a ) -  e. 
By locatedness of A 
Yy~X[y# A v3a~Af3S(y ;~e) ] ;  
so compactness of X gives Yo,..., Y, and ao, . . . ,  a, such that 
X c_ (-aA U [~ S(y,; ½e)) 
and 
V i~ <n- ai~ A f'l S(y~; ½e). 
Note that, as A is inhabited, n ~ 0. 
Now choose io~ < n such that p(x, aio) is within ~e of min{p(x, no) . . . . .  p(x, an)}, 
that is 
¥ i<~ n. p(x, as)> p(x, a~o)-- ½~. 
Then, for b ~ A, let i ~< n be such that b s S(y~; ½e) so that p(b, ai) <.~e and hence 
p(x, bi >1 p(x, a~)- p(b, a,) > p(x, , 2 _ a,o)-~e -~e - p(x, ajo)- e. 
Thus a~o is the required element of A. 
Exercise. Extend this result to spaces, such as N", in which every bounded subset 
is included in some compact subset. 
3.2. Comparison with Bishop-compactness 
Remark 3.2.1. In this subsection we compare compactness with the condition, for 
metric spaces, of being complete and totally bounded. Without further assumptions 
they are easily seen to be incomparable notions. 
(a) A compact metric ~pace is obviously totally bound.-d, but need not construc- 
tively be ccmplete, as the example ([0, 1]U[1,2]) shows. We retrieve this situa- 
tion in Proposition 3.2.2, by adding the classically trivial assumption of soberness 
(which itself follows from completeness). 
(b) The space [O, 1] is always complete and totally bounded, but, as shown in 
CGT I, Section 5, and in [4], there are models in which it is not compact. On the 
other hand, this implication does hold when the Fan Theorem (FT) and Countable 
Choice (CAC) are assumed, by Proposition 3.2.3. The fact that FT by itself does 
not suffice is shown by a counter-example in the real plane in sheaves over R 
(Example 3.2.4). 
Proposition 3.2.2. Every comp:act sober metric space is complete. 
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Proof. Let X be compact and sober, and let 3¢ be its filter-completion, so that J¢ 
is complete and X is dense in ..Y. Then X is w-closed in X, by Lemma 3.1,2(i); 
also, being sober, X is sober relative to .~. Thus, by Lemma 1.3.7, X is closed in 
Y~; hence X = X and X is comp!ete. 
Exercise. Extend this result to Spaces in which every bounded subset is included 
in some compact subset. 
Proposiiioo 3.2.3. Assuming FT and CAC, eve~ T complete totally bounded space is 
compact. 
Proof. This is in fact well known from the intuitionistic literature (e.g., [10]), so 
we just sketch: 
if X is complete and totally bounded, we choose (by CAC) points {xii: i ¢ N, j ~< k~} 
such that, for each i, {xio . . . . .  x J  is a 1/i-approximation to X. 
We then use these points to define (as X is complete) a continuous function 
from Cantor space, 2 ~, onto X. Assuming FT then gives compactness of X too. 
Example 3,2.4. We now give a counter-example to the preceding proposition, 
which is a sl~bset of the real plane in sheaves over R, where FT does hold but 
CAC does not (CGT I, Section 5). 
The real plane appears here as R~, so we start by defining some particular 
elements a, of ~2: 
a,(t) is of the form (I/n, y), for each t, 
i.e., a, lies in the p!me {(t, l/n, y) [ t, y oR}. That plane is shown in Fig. 1. Here 
P, = qc,~o, where {q,~},,~N enumerates the rationals in [-1, 1]. 
Next let a be defined just on (-~, 0)O (0, 00) with 
I(0, 1) for t>O, 
a(t)=((O,_l) for t<0.  
. . . .  • 1 
Fig. I 
- w  8n  
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Now we consider the internal subset {a, ao, al . . . .  } of R~, which is A, for A the 
union of the graphs of a, no, . . . .  We claim that A is internally complete and 
totally bounded, but not compact. First we look at cl(A) (in I~ ~): the only new 
points not in A already are the points (0,0, y), for ye[ -1 ,  1]; these are i~ cl(A) 
since we have arranged that, for each rational q e [ -1 ,  1], a,(O)=(1/n,q) for 
infinitely many n. 
Thus, in particular, A is not closed (although clearly full), and hence, by the 
characterisation given in Definition 2.3.3, _A is not w-closed internally. Then, by 
the properties of compact subspaces given in Remark 3.1.2, A is also not 
compact. (Strictly speaking we have 06 ~_A compact].) 
On the other hand, none of the new points in cl(A) has a continuous ection 
through it lying (locally) in el(A). Thus cl(A)= A, internally; but then, as 
cl(_A)~ccl(A) always (by Example (2.4.1(c)), _A must be closed internally, and 
hence complete, as R 2 is. 
Finally, to see that _A is totally bounded, we want a 1/k-approximation to _A, 
for each k. Just let n>2k be such that the rationals P2k . . . . .  p~ give a 1/2k- 
approximation to [-1, 1]; then ao . . . . .  an form a 1/k-approximation to _A. 
3.3. Characterisaaon of compact spaces of sections 
Here we show how internal compactness of a space of sections _E is character- 
ised (in 'most' cases) by compactness of the fibres E, together with the following 
rather nice 'continuity' condition. 
Definition 3.3.1. A bundle E is continuous tit 
V tVW[E ,~ W~ U.~t. Euc_~ W]. 
As usual, one direction in the characterisation is easy. 
Proposition 3.3.2. If each fibre E, is compac; and E is continuous, then F, is 
compact internally. 
ProoL Suppose that t e ~_E c U w/ fo r  ~ g O(E) (it suffices to prove compactness 
relative to such covers). Then E,~U/~' ,  so compactness of Et gives 
Wo . . . .  , W, e 3,,c such that E, ~ U~,  W~. But then continuity of E gives a neigh- 
bourhood U of t with 
whence te~E c_ Ui<,_Wi], as required. 
For the converse direction we make use of the Spreading Lemma, first for the 
compactness part. 
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Proposition 3.3.3. If E saaslies one of the conditions for the Spreading Lemma ( T 
is T1; E ~_ (T x X) with X T~; or E metric) and E_ is compact internally, then each 
fibre E, is compact. 
ProoL Let E,c_ U 1~', where ~#'c_~7(E), and let (U "IV)' and W', for each W~/#', 
be supplied by the Spreading Lemma 2.3.2. In particular, L~ ~ma 2.3.2(c) gives 
(U~) '=U{W' JWE' IV} .  Now Lemma 2.3.2(b) gives E~- (U~) ' ,  since Et~ 
(U ~r),. 
Then, as _E is compact internally, we obtain Wo . . . . .  W, ~ ~ such that 
whence E, = U~,~, (WI), = U~-,, (w~),, as required for compactness of E~. 
Example 3.3.4. Here is an example to show that this result can fail for general 
bundles E. 
Take T={0, 1 . . . . .  o} with just the opens 
U,={n,n+l  . . . . .  o} for n~N 
(so that T is deafly not T O. Then for n e t~ let 
~. ={n}×[-1, I] 
while E,o = {o} x ([-1, 0) U (0, 1]), and give E= U,E, the following basis for its 
topology. 
For Ve~([ -1 ,  1]) and n~N: 
- i f  0¢ V, the set (U.x  V) is a basic open; 
- i f  0~ V, the set (({n}x V)UEu.+,) is a basic open. 
This has the effect that, whenever (n, 0)e WE ¢~(E), (t, x)~ W also, for every x 
and every t > n. 
On the other hand, each E,, as a subspace of E, has its usual topology as 
(essentially') a subspace of R; thus each E, is compact, but E,~ is not. It remains 
therefore to verify that E is nevertheless compact. 
Suppose that, for W c ¢~(E), 
u.--L~_U ~1t, 
that is, Euc_U/~'. 
In particular, E, c_ U ~,  so compactness of E, gives W°, . . . ,  W k E ~ such that 
E._.c_ U WL 
But then (n, 0)~ W io, for some io~ k, and, as observed above, this necessitates 
Eu.., ~ W i°, 
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whence Eu. = E, U Eu.+, ~ U~.k W ~, that is, U~ c ~_E_ U~,~k _W~], as requirea for 
comkactness of/3. 
(Note: E is full, since its continuous ections a : U, ---> E are just the sequences 
(a~, a,+l . . . . .  ao,) of the form (0, 0 . . . . .  x, x . . . . .  x) for some (fixed) x~ 0. More 
properties of th;s model in Definition 2.2.6, Remark 2.4.5 and Example 4.2.3.) 
Now for the continuity part, for which we find we need to strengthen the 
conditions on E slightly, though the result remains valid for all metric spaces. 
Note that the preceding example also tails to satisfy the continuity property: 
EL --q (T x ([-  1,0) U (0, 1])) which is open in E, but clearly no /3, satisfies this. 
Proposition 3.3.5. In the following three cases 
(i) T is Hausdorff; 
(ii) E c_ (Tx X) with X Hausdorff; 
(iii) _E metric; 
if E is compact, then E is continuous. 
]Prool[. Case (i) is again the easiest. Let E,c_ We~(E).  For s~ t, as 7" is Haus- 
dorff, we have U, U'eO(T) with 
s~ U ^ t~  U' ^ (Un  U') = ~. 
Thus E~_WUU{EuI t#U,  Ue~(T)}, so that compactness of E gives 
Uo . . . . .  U, and U' ~ t with 
Eu,~ WU U Eu, 
and Vi<~n • t# Uv Then, with U"= U'N N~,-7U~, we have Eu,,C_W, as re- 
quired. 
Case (ii) is a little harder. We assume E is compact, with E a subspace of 
(Tx X) and X Hausdorff. By Proposition 3.3.3 each fibre E~ is compact, which 
enables us to reduce continuity to the case of ' ~ ' constant opens; that is, we need 
just to prove 
VtV VeCT(X)[E, c_ V---~3 U~ tV s e U. E~ ~ V] 
(using the conventions of notation of Example 2.1.6). 
Again, as E, is compact and X Hausdortt, Er c_ V gives X = (V U 7Et). So we 
consider the following rather peculiar internal set of opens 
~U = {(Tx  V)}U{(Tx-nE , ) I3aeEn(Tx-TF_ , , )} .  
This covers E so that compactness of _E gives opens W0, WI with 
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But clearly 
t•[t3 a ~ _E N (T×-nE,)]  
since -n:i x ~ Et N --he,. 
Thus t~[[Wo= _W1 = (Tx  V)] so t~[[_E~ (T× V)~, i.e., :1 Ugt '¢ s~ U. E~ V, 
as required. 
Case (iii). If _E is metric, the tubes T(U, a, e) form a basis for the topology of E 
(see Definition 2.2.3); if also E is compact, Proposition 3.3.3 shows that each 
fibre E, is compact. Thus, if E, __q W, we can find ao . . . . .  a~ ~ _E and eo . . . . .  e, and 
U 9 t such that 
Etc_ [J S(ai(t), ei), and (1) 
i,~rl 
V i<~ n • T(U, ai, 2e~)__. W. (2) 
Next, as _E is totally bounded (being compact) we can find bo,. • •, b~ ~ _E which 
form an e-approximation to _E at t, where e = min{eo . . . .  , e,}. That is, we can 
take U to be so small that also 
EuC I.J T(U, bi, e). (3) 
j~k 
Now, by (1), we can find, for each j~< k, an ij ~ N such that p(bj(t), ai,(t))< ei,; so, 
as all the a,  bj and p are continuous, we can further restrict U so that 
V s ~ U V j ~ k" o(bi(s), ai,(s)) < e,. (4) 
We claim that now E u _c W, so '~hat E is continuous. For s e U and x c E~, let j ~< k 
be such that O(x, bj(s))<e, by (3). Then 
o(a,,(s), x) <~ o(a,,(s), bj(s)) + p(bj(s), x) 
< e + e~,, (by (4)) 
<2e~,, (by choice of e). 
So xE T(U, ai,,2e~,)c_ W, by (2). 
Remark 3.3.6. (a) Although we have stated these results in 'global' terms, one 
immediately obtains a 'local' form: U c ]E compact] iff V t~ U .  Et compact and 
Eo continuous. 
(b) We have shown that, for A c_ (T×~ ") full, _A is compact iff each A, is 
compact and A is continuous, that is, (At. A,) is a continuous function into the 
compacta of R", with a suitable topology, namely that with subbasis ~lements 
{C] CG V} for V open. One might hope further to replace the assumption of 
fullness by a strengthening of this topology; an obvious attempt is to add opens 
{C ] 3 x ~ V fh C} for V open. But, if A is as in Example 3.2.4, cl(A) is cc, ntinuous 
in this stronger sense, but not full. 
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3.4. Compact-open topologies 
We check here that the classical theory of t o'npact-ov,en topologies on function 
spaces with locally compact domain works constructively. Part of the point here is 
to see the role of our notion of compactness in this context. 
Definition 3.4.1. The compact-open topology on the set X v of continuous 
functions from Y to X has as subbasis the sets 
[C, U] = {fl f(C) ~ U}, 
for Cc  Y compact, and UE~(X). 
The continuity of exponential djoints holds for all spaces. 
Proposition 3.4.2. If f: X x Y --> Z is continuous, then so is f: X --~ Z v, defined by 
f(x) : (Xy. f(x, y)), 
when Z v is given the compact-open topology. 
Proof. Let C_q Y be compact and WeB(Z)  with 
f(x) ~ [c, w], 
i.e., V y ~ C.  f(x, y) ~ W. Then, as f is continuous, 
V yE C3 V~(Y) ,  U EtO'(X). (x, y )~U× V)~f-I(W), 
whence compactness of C gives Vo . . . . .  V,,Et?(Y) and Uo . . . . .  U. Et~(X) such 
that 
c~_U V, 
and V i<~n[x~ UiAf(Uix Vi)c_ W]. 
So, setting U = n ~.  Ui, we have x ~ U and 
f (ux  c)~_ w, 
that is, V x' ~ U. f(x') E [C, W], as required. 
For the converse direction we need local compactness, as in Definition 3.1.1. 
Proposition 3.4.3. If Y is locally compact, the ,,valua, tion function, ev:XV x Y--~ 
X, defined by 
ev(f, y) = f(y), 
is continuous for the compact-open topology on X v. 
Proof. Let f~ X Y, y ~ Y and UE~(X), with f(y)~ U. Then y Ef-~(U)E~(Y),  as f 
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is continuous. So, as Y is locally compact, we can find Co_ Y which is compact, 
and such that 
y~Im(C) and Cc_/-1(U). 
Thus (f, y)~ ([C, U'I x Int(C))e ~'(X~" × Y), while, if (f', y') is any element of this 
set, clearly ev(f', y')= f'(y)r= U. So ev is continuous. 
Exerdse 3.4.4. (i) If X is T o, TI or T2, then so is X Y. 
(ii) If X is separated, or Hausdorff, then so is X Y, with apartness defined by 
f # g iff 3y" f(y) # g(y). 
As a further illustration of how these topologies work we prove the following. 
Proposition 3.4.5. If X is both separated regular and locally compact, then X Y is 
separated regular. (But see Exercise 3.4.6 below.) 
First we need to prove a lemma. 
Lemma. I[ X is locally compact and we have C c_ U with U ~ 6(X) and C compact, 
then there is a c~mpactum D with 
Cc_Int(D) and Dc_U. 
Proof. If C_  U, local compactness gives 
¥ y ~ C 3 D c X [D compact ~, y ~ Int(D)/, D c U]. 
Hence compactness of C gives Do, . . . ,  D, compact wi'th 
CcU lnt (D~)  and Vi<~n.D~c_U. 
Thus, with D = U~,  D~, we have D compact and 
C_cInt(D) and Dc_U, 
as required. 
Proo! o~ Proposition 3.4.S. If re[C, U], then f(C)_c U and f(C) is compact, so 
we apply the lemma to get D compact such that 
f(C) _ Int(D) and D c__ U. 
Thus fe  [C, Int(D)] and D c c U, as X is separated regular, using Lemma 3.1.2(i). 
We aim to show that, in X Y, 
[C, Int(D)] c c [C, U]. 
Given geX Y, we have, for each yeC,  either g(y)e U, or g (y)# D, so that 
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g(C)c_ UU{-nDJ3y~C.  g(y) # D}. Then compactness of g(C) gives two 
specific elements of this cover, whence is determined either gtC)c_ U, or :~ y 
C- g(y) # D. But, in the latter case, we have g ~ [{y}, -TD], for some y e C, while 
clearly 
[{y}, 7D]  fq [C, Int(D)] = ~. 
Thus either ge[C, U] or g # [C, Int(D)], as required. 
Exercise 3.4.6. Show that every locally compact Hausdorff space is separated 
regular. (Hint: use the same fact for compact spaces.) 
4. Conneetedness 
4.1. Some notions oj connectedness 
In CGT I, Section 7, some basic facts about the following notions of 'weak' and 
'strong' connectedness are established. The object of the present section is to go 
further into the relations between them in the presence of compactness, and to 
relate them in turn to the notion of 'chain' connectedness in metric spaces. In the 
final subsection we consider a still stronger notion suggested by Michael Beeson. 
Definition 4.1.1. A space X is weakly connected iff 
73U, V~.O(X) [X = (U U V)^3 x c U^3 x e V^ (Un  V) = 0]. 
X is strongly connected iff 
YU, Ve~7(X) [X=(UU V)^3 x ~_ U^3x~ V ~3 x E (Un  V)]. 
Further, if X is metric, it is chain-connected iff, for all x, y ~ X and e > 0~ there 
are Xo=X . . . . .  x, =y with Vi<n"  p(x~,x~+l)<e (that is, x and y are joined by 
an e-chain). 
Remark 4.1.2. (a) The proof given in CGT 1, that, if [0, 1] is compact, then ~ is 
strongly connected, easily generalises to give 
compact and weakly connected ff strongly connected 
for any space with a basis of open sets U, V such that either (UN V)=O or 
3 x ~ (U N V). We find in Theorem 4.3.3 that this latter condition can be dropped 
for all spaces in all topological models. So, in fact, we still lack an example to 
show that this implication is not provable. 
(b) Classically, every connected metric space is chain-connected. Constructively, 
it is easy to see that any totally bounded, strongly connected metric space is 
chain-connected, using the fact that any finite ope n cover of a strongly connected 
space can be arranged as a chain (CGT 1, Section 7.1). We show in Theorem 4.3.2 
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that the assumption of total boundedness may be dropped in all topological 
models, and again we still lack a counter-example to the full classical result. 
On the other hand, the following example shows that weak connectedness does 
not suffice. 
In the model Ra we make a 'slit' along (~0} >< (0, 1)), that is, we take E to be the 
subspace (R2\ ({0} x (0, 1))) of R 2, with tb.,~; us~aai projection. 
Since E, =R for all t except for t = 0, we have -a-a(_E =Rn)  internally, and 
hence _E is weakly connected internally, as Rn is. However, Eo is not chain- 
connected, so 
0 ¢ I[_E chain-connected], 
by the evaluation given in Proposition 4.2.1. 
(Note also that 0 ~ II_E strongly connected], by Proposition 4.2.2.) 
(c) Finally, we look at the classical result that every chain-connected, compact 
space is connected, constructively we get the following. 
Proposition 4.1.3. Every chain-connected compact space is strongly connected. 
Proof. Let X be compact metric and U, V ~ O(X) such that X = (U U 1O, x ~ U 
and y ~ V. By compactness, let S(zo, Co), • • •, S(z,; e,) be a cover of X such that 
S(z~; 2e~)c_ U, for O~i<k,  
and 
S(z,; 2ei)c_ V, for k<~i<~n. 
Then let x = xo,. • •, xm = y be an e-chain where e = min{e0, . . . ,  e,}. For each 
j<-m let /~n  be such that xjeS(z~,;~i , )=U i, say. If io>~k or /~<k,  we get 
x e Uo-  V or y e U,~ ~ U, so ] z e U A V. Otherwise we can find j < m with ij < k 
and ij+l >t k. But then xi÷ 1 ~ Ui+ I ~ V, while p(x i, z~,) < e~, and p(x i, x j+ 1) < e ~ e~, 
so that xi÷l ~ S(z~ ; 2e~,) ~- U, whence xj+l e U fl V, as required. 
4.2. Interpretations in spaces of sections 
We now show that, for 'most' spaces of sections, internal chain- and strong 
connectedness correspond to the same conditions on the fibres. For weak connec- 
redness, one would not expect anything of this kind, as the example in Remark 
4.1.2(b), shows. We could claim that this property of strong connectedness shows 
it to be a 'natural' condition, in some sense that is not quite clear, as yet. 
Proposition 4.2.1. A metric space of sections E. is chain-connected if/each fibre E, 
is chain-connected. 
Proof. If _E is chain-connected, and x, y ~ E, and e >0,  let a, be  _E be sections 
through x, y respectively: then we can find ao = a, al . . . . .  a,  = b such that tE 
]~r(ai, a i÷l)< ~] for i<n..'O.aen ao(t)= x, a l ( t ) , . . . ,  a, ( t )= y is clearly an e-chain 
from x to y in Et. 
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Conversely, if each /5, is chain-connected and a, beE  with tedom(a)n  
dom(b), and e > 0, let Xo = a(t), x: . . . . .  x, = b(t) be an e-chain from a(t) to b(t) 
in 15,. Then, if aj ~ _E is a section through x~, for 0 < i < n, we have, as the a~ are 
continuous, 
te[ao = a, al . . . . .  a, = b is an ~-chain] 
so that E is chain-connected. 
Proposition 4.2.2. (i) I f  each fibre E, is (strongly) connected, then E_ is strongly 
connected. 
(ii) The converse to (i) holds in the cases covered by the Spreading Lemma (~.hat 
is: T is TI; Ec_ (T×X)  where X is T~; or E_ is metric). 
Proof. (i) Let W, W'~O(E)  be such that 
t~3 a~ W^3 be  _W'^ _E= _WU _Wq. 
Then (3 x~ W,^3 y6 W~^E,  = W,U W~) so that (strong) connectedness of E, 
gives 
3z~Wff3W~ whence t~3c~W_ AW_'] 
(assuming E full, as usual). 
(ii) Conversely, if Wo, WI ~ ~(E) are such that 
(~ x ~ (Wo), : ,3 y ~ (Wpf  ^  E, = (Wo), U (Wp,, 
let W'o, W'~ be given by the Spreading Lemma, so tha  
((Wo), = (W~), ^  (W,), = W~), ^  E = W~ U W~) 
and hence 
t~3 a~ W~_2/,,3 b~ W__~'~ ^ _E = Wf)U W~]. 
Thus, if _E is strongly connected, we get 
t~-~ c~ Wean W~] 
whence 3 z ~ (W~), fq (W~), = (Wo), O (W0, so that E, is (strongly) connected. 
Example 4.2.3. In Example 3.3.4, each E,, is connected, but E,o is not; we leave 
it as an exercise for the reader to check that nevertheless E is strongly connectcJ 
internally, thus giving a counter-example to (ii) preceding, when the conditions f~rr 
the Spreading Lemma are not fulfilled. 
Remark 4.2.4. We have again given our results in "global' form; 'local' versions 
would look like this: 
(i) ~_E chain-connected~ = Int{t I E, chain-connected}; 
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(ii) ].E strongly connected]c_ tnt{t I E, connected}; 
Off) ]_E strongly connected] =Int{t I E, connected}, when the Spreading Lemma 
holds. 
We apply these results in the following subsection. 
4.3. Two applications 
We now bring together many of the preceding ideas for two main results; it 
was, in fact, in trying to prove or give counter-examples to these results that these 
ideas (in particular, the Spreading Lemma and the continuity property of compact 
spaces of sections) came into being. 
Our aim is to prove things about all spaces in sheaves over a topological space 
(or: 'in all topological models'). By the Representation Theorem, all internal sober 
spaces appear a~ spaces of sections; so the results will follow from the special case 
of spaces of sections, provided that they speak only about properties which are 
always shared by a space and its soberification. We deal with this aspect first. 
Lemma 4.3.1. For each of the following properties, a space has it iff its soberifica- 
tion does: compact, weakly connected, strongly connected, metric, and chain- 
connected. 
Proof. Immediate from the facts that X is always dease in Sob(X) anti that O(X) 
and O(Sob(X)) are isomorphic (see Remark 1.3.3). 
Now we are ready to prove 
Theorem 4.3.2. In all topological models, every strongly connected metric space is 
chain-connected. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.1 it suffices to prove this for all spaces of sections _E. 
If E is metric, Proposition 4.2.2 gives 
r[_E strongly connected]= Int{t I E, connected}. 
Now, by the corresponding classical result, if Et is connected, it is chain- 
connected, and so 
[[_E strongly connected]It_ Int{t I E, chain-connected} 
= [[_E chain-connected~, 
by Proposition 4.2.1 and Remark 4.2,4. 
Theorem 4.3.3. In all topological models, every compact, weakly connected melric 
space is strongly connected. 
Proof. Again, we just have to prove it for metric spaces of sections. ~e  assume 
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that E, is not connected, while 
to: ~_E compact] 
and obtain 
t¢ I[_E weakly-connected]; 
the result then follows from Proposition 4.2.2(i). 
By assumption we have W, W' ~ ¢Y(E) such that 
Oxe w,^3 y~ w~^(w,n Wl)=¢^E, =(W,u W',)). 
Then, by continuity of E (at t) (Definition 3.3,1 and Proposition 3.3.5) we can 
find U~ t such that 
Ev ~ W U W' 
whence t~ [[_E = W U _W']]. Since also t ~ [[3 a e _W ^  3 b ~ _W'], we will be home if we 
can show that 
t~_Wn W'=¢] ,  
that is, Wv M WU= ~, for some U ~ t. 
Firstly, since E~ is compact (Proposition 3.3.3), and W, W~ are disjoint and 
clopen, 
o(W,, W~) = inf{p(x, y) I x e W,, y e W',} = e > 0. 
So now, since 
te~E_ = W_ U W' AE  compact]] 
there are bo . . . .  , b~e _E and co , . . . ,  e, and Uwt  such that 
Euc_ I.J T(U, bi, ei)AV i<.n • ei<½e 
and V i ~ k • T(U, b~, e~) c_ W and V ] > k • T(U, bj, ei) c_ W' for some k < n. Then, 
for i~<k and j>k ,  
bi(t)e WA bi(t)~ W' 
whence p(b~(t), bj(t)> e > e~ + e r So we can further suppose, as all b~ are continu- 
ous, that U is so small that, for all i <~ k and j > k, 
V S E U" p(bi(s), bj(s))> e, 
so that T(U, hi, ei) M T(U, bj, ej) = ¢ and hence Wu M Wb = 0, as required. 
Remark 4.3.4. The preceding result generalises to arbitrary compact Hausdorft 
spaces, since they are uniformisable (in a unique way~ Proposition 5.1,9), and 
Theorem 4.3.3 holds for all uniform spaces (Remark 5.2.6). 
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Problem. Find (non-topological) counter-examples to either of these two 
theorems. 
4.4. An  example 
In CGT I, Section 7.3(b), we sketch a proof, using the principle of Dependent 
Choices, of a constructive version of the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem, that, if X 
is compact, strongly connected, locally strongly connected and complete, then X 
is a continuous quotient of the unit interval [0, 1]. We also claim that, in sheaves 
over the reals, where the choice principle fails, one can give a subspace of the 
plane satisfying these conditions~ but not a quotient of [0, 1]. We now describe 
this example. 
As in Example 3.2.4, the plane over ~ appears as 1~, that is, the space of 
sections of R 3, projected onto its first component. We then represent our subspace 
of the plane as _A, where A _ E3 is a hollow cylinder, split at the top for positive 
values of t, and at the bottom for negative values, so tha~ it looks like Fig. 2. 
Thus each fibre At is a closed portion of a circle, and is a whole circle just for 
t = 0. So, each fibre is compact, connected, locally connected and complete (as a 
subspace of R2); also it is easy to see that A is full, and continuous in the sense of 
Definition 3.3.1. Hence, by the results of Sections 3.3 and 4.2. _A is internally 
compact, strongiy connected, locally connected (by an easy extension of Proposi- 
tion 4,2.2) and complete. 
But we claim that _A is not a continuous quotient of [9, 1], at the point t = 0: 
If it were so, we would have (by the description of continuous functions in 
Definition 2.2.2) an (external) continuous function f :E  × [0, 1] ~ A such that, for 
each t~f, = (Ax. f(t, x)) maps [0, 1] continuously onto A,. Now a rather messy 
classical proof shows what is intuitively obvious, that continuity of f in t, at t = 0, is 
an impossibility; we just sketch the idea. 
Dividing Ao imo a 'left' and 'right' semicircle in the obvious way, let (without 
loss) x < y have fo(x) in the left, and fo(Y) in the right semicircle. Then look at the 
first time, after x, that fo 'crosses' from the left to the right. If this is at the 'top' 
(i.e., at (0, 1)), we obtain a contradiction to continuity of f as t approa~:hes from 
IR 
IR 
Fig. 2 
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the positive direction, since one cannot cross the gap, that exists at the top for 
positive t, continuously; similarly if the crossing is at the 'bottom'. 
As with other existence results obtained using countable choice principles (e.g., 
the existence of roots of polynomials, in [4, Section 3]) this failure in a topological 
model corresponds to a classical failure of continuity in parameters: treating A, as 
a (continuously) varying subspace of I~ 2, depending on the parameter t, we cannot 
(this is just the proof above) map [0, 1] onto A, by continuous f, in such a way 
that f, is also continuous in the parameter t. Note that the proof also shows that .A 
is not path-connected internally at t = 0. 
4.5. Another notion of connectedness 
In a recent pre-print Michael Beeson suggests the following notion of connec- 
tedness. 
Definition 4.5.1. A space is B-connected iff every open, closed and inhabited 
subset is the whole space. 
Beeson announces his own proofs of the consistency and independence of the 
B-connectedness of the reals. We describe here the relation of this notion to those 
previously considered, and its behaviour in our models. 
Proposition 4.5.2. (i) Every B-connected space is strongly connected. 
(ii) Every B-connected metric space is chain-connected. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that X is B-connected and that U, V art.' opens such that 
UU V= XA3 xE Uz,~ xe  V. 
We set U' = U U {x ~ X 13 y e (U N V)}, so that U' is clearly open and inhabited; 
we show that U' is also closed. 
If x ~ cl(U'), either x ~ U, or x ~ V, so that 3 y ~ (VO U') whence 3 y ~ (VA U), 
and U' = X. In either case, then, x ~ U', as required. Thus B-connectedness gives 
U' = X, from which follows 3 y e (U n V), so that X is strongly connected. 
(ii) This is immediate, as classically, since the set of points e-connected to any 
one point is always open, closed and inhabited, for each e > 0. 
Proposition 4.5.3. Over any completely regular space the real numbers (and all 
intervals) are B-connected. 
Proof. We give the proof just for the simple case of T=E.  Suppose W~ ~?(lt~ ×L~) 
and 
t ~ [IW closed and inhabited]i; 
we aim to show that W, =lI~. 
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Let x o be some fixed element of W,, and, if W,~R, we can suppose that some 
x> Xo is not in W,; so let x~ be the least such, and put x,, = (x , -e/n) ,  for n-~ 1, 
and some e < (x,-xo). Then local compactness of R allows us to find rationals 
p. < t < q., for n t> 0, such that 
(p., q.)x [Xo, x.]___ W, (.) 
since [xo, x . ]~ W,, for each n. We suppose also that 
p. < p.+~, q.+~ < q., 
Now let a. be the (simplest) piecewise-lioear function on (Po, qo) with 
a.(s) = Xo, for s ~ (Po, Po) U (q., Po) 
and a.(t) = x.. 
Finally, put a(s)=sup{a.(s)ln~O}; clearly, a eRR with a(t)= x,, and by (*), 
(Po, qo)C-Ila~cl( -W)] • Hence te~a~ W l, so x,e W,, a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.5.4. Taking the case of Baire space in Proposition 4.5.3 we obtain the 
consistency of "the reals are B-connected" relative to intuitionistic higher-order 
logic together with Dependent Choices and Bar Induction. It is also easy to see that 
the argument above works in the model of Krol described in CGT I, Appendix; so 
we obtain consistency relative to WC ('Brouwer's Principle') as well. 
Proposition 4.5.5. There is a space over which the reals are not B-connected. 
Proot. Let T be the set I~ with topology consisting of all half-lines (4 ~), and let 
W be the open subset of (TxE)  with 
W~ =( -~,  t), for all t. 
_W is clearly inhabited internally; we show that it is also closed, which will 
contradict B-connectedness: 
Suppose that t ~ ~a ~ cl( _W)I] with dam(a)= (s, ~), say. First note that a must be 
constant on its domain: for t '>s '>s  and any V~C~(R), if a(s')~ V then a(t')~ V, 
by continuity, so a(s')= a(t'). 
But if a(s')= x, say, for all s '>  s, we must have x < t; for we must have some s' 
O0 t with s<s '<t  and s'e~aecl(_W)], so that x=a(s ' )~c l (Ws)=( -  , s ] __ ( -~, t ) .  
Th-as x<t  and t~l[a~ W_~, as required. 
Remark 4.5.6. (a) The principles of Dependent Choices and Bar Induction are 
easily seen to be valid over the space T of the preceding proof; Beeson has 
pointed out in conversation that by carrying out the proof in a constructive 
metatheory including Dependent Choices, Bar Induction, Weak Church's Thesis 
and Weak Continuity, one obtains independence of the B-connectedness of the 
reals from these principles, since they are all valid in the model, He has also 
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shown that Weak Church's Thesis and Markov's Principle already impl) ' that the 
reals are not B-connected. Alternatively, with a classical metatheory, the first- 
order theory of the reals is fully classical (as all reats ,2re constant), so this too 
does not imply B-connected. 
(b) The model in Proposition 4.5.5 can be seen as a 'forcing' constr~action, with 
forcing conditrons the half-lines ( -~,  t), whereby we adjoin a gen~'ric left-cut 
without least upper bound. The model may also be adapted to make [0, 1] not 
B-connected. 
(c) This example shows that connectedness of the fibres E, does not ensure 
B-connec~edness for a space 5. In the converse direction, if the Spreadi,~g Lemma 
holds for E, B-connectedness of _E implies connectedness of the fibres. On the 
other hand, Example 3.3.4 is B-connected, although one of the fibres is not 
connected. 
Definition 4.5.7. Another interesting pair of notions of connectedness i  obtained 
by considering closed instead of open subsets in Definition 4.1.1. We call these 
notions weak closed (wc-) and strong closed (sc-) connectedness. One can show 
that these imply respectively the usual weak and strong forms. The weak form is 
provable for the reals, and so is the stronger form assuming AC-NN. Sc- 
connectedness of the reals also holds over any completely regular space, but there 
are topological models where it fails while the reals are still B-connectedness. On 
the other hand, the reals are sc-connected in the model of Proposition 4.5.5, so 
this notion is incomparable with B-connectedness, even for the reals. Finally, 
Example 3,3.4 has a closed partition even though it is both B-connected aqd 
compact. 
5. Uniform spaces 
5.1. The constructive theory 
In this subsection we outline the constructive theory of uniform spaces; then we 
interpret hese notions in spaces of sections, establishing a connection with the 
fields of uniform spaces of Dauns and Hofmann [3]. In the final subsection we 
look at metrisation results. 
We take uniformities to be given by filters; one can also, as classically, 
formulate them in terms of 'uniform covers', but we find the filters slightly more 
convenient, echnically. 
Definition 5.1.1. A uniformity on a set X is a filter ~ on the produc: (X× X) 
such that, for F~,~,  
(i) ~(x )  = {(x, x) l x ~ x}~_ F; 
(if) F-' = {(y, x) ] (x, y) c F} ~ ~;  
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(iii) there is a G ~ ~ such that 
GoG={(x,  z) 13 y" (x, y)e G•(y, z)e G}___F. 
A uniformity ~ is weakly separated iff also 
(iv) f"l ~ = A(X). 
Definition 5.1.2. If ~ is a uniformity on X, the uniform topology on X has as 
neighbourhood basis for each x ~ X the sets 
F[x]={Yl (x ,y)~F} for F~.~.  
]~f this coincides with a given topology on X, then ~: is said to be compatible 
with the given topology; and, if there is such a uniformity, then the topology is 
called uniformisable. 
Remark 5.1.3. Just as classically one may show that any uniformity o~ is gener- 
ated by those elements of ~: which are open ir~ the uniform topology. 
So far we have imposed no conditions on an uniformity which ensure strong 
separation principles (e.g., Hausdorttness) for the uniform topology. This is taken 
ca~e of by the following. 
Defini'tion 5.1.4. A uniformity ~: on X is strongly separated iff it is weakly 
separated and 
Y F~$; 3 G~,  . G<< F, 
where G << F abbreviates 
¥x, y ~ X[(x, y)~ Fv(x, y)¢ G]. 
To show that we have really gained something by this (classically trivial) 
assumption, we prove a proposition. 
Proposition 5.1.5. (i) Weakly separated uniformities have regular uniform to- 
pologies (in the sense of CGT I, Section 4.2). 
(ii) Strongly separated uniformities have separated regular uniform topol,ggies 
(iii) The discrete topology on P({0}) has a compatible weakly separated unifor- 
mity, but no strongly separated one. 
Proof. (i) This follows, just as classically, from the observation that, ~f G o G o 
G _c F, then 
Vx. cl(G[x]) c Int(F[x]). 
(ii) Now, if we suppose that Go G<< H and Hollo_F, we get 
Vx . G[x ]cc  Fix3, 
as required, for separated regularity. 
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Given y, either (x, y)¢ G ° G, so that G[x]N G-~[y]=¢,  and hence y # G[x], 
or (x, y)e H, so that H[y]c_ (H o H)[x] c_ F[x], and hence y ~ Int(F[x]). 
(iii) The 'discrete' uniformity, containing all sets including the diagonal, is 
compatible with the discrete topology on P({0}); but it can have no compatible 
strongly separated uniformity, since the topology is not even separated (CGT I, 
Section 3.3). 
Note that the proof of (ii) above shows that the condition of strong senarated- 
ness for ~: could also be replaced by the less trivial-looking 
V Fe~3Geo~ . GccF ,  
where cc  is understood in the uniform topology. 
Example 5.1.6. (a) Every metric space (X, P) has a compatible uniformity gener- 
ated by the sets 
F~ :{(x, y) I 0(x, y)< ~}, 
which is slrongly separated, since F~ c c Ft., whenever 6 < e. 
(b) Strongly and weakly separated uniform spaces are closed under subspaces 
and products; hence by Tychonoff's Embedding Theorem (CGT I, Section 4.3), all 
completely regular spaces have a compatible strongly separated uniformity. How- 
ever, the classically valid converse, that uniform topologies are completely regu- 
lar, seems not to hold constructively. We have seen at least that strong separated- 
ness would be a necessary assumption; it remains open that some strot, ger 
~refinement' condition would guarantee the result. We return to the related 
question of metrisability in Section 5.3; see Example 5.3.4 also for another class 
of examples of uniform spaces. 
(c) Topological groups (i.e., spaces with continuous multiplication and inverse) 
have the usual compatible uniformity generated by the sets 
Fu : {(x, y) l xy-' ~ u}, 
for U an open neighbourhood of the identity. In this case the uniformity not be 
weakly separated, in fact it is so just in case the original topology is To; again, 
even if this holds, the uniformity may well still not be strongly separated, which is 
equivalent to the topology being separated regular. 
Definition $.1"/. A Cauchy filter on a uniform space (X, ~) is a proper filter ~d 
on X such that 
V Fe ,~3 xcX .  F[x]e qd. 
converges to x iff V Fe~.  F[x]~d. (X,N:) is complete lit every Cauchy 
filter converges. 
Remark. Just as classically, we can form the completion of a uniform space as the 
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set of all Cauchy filters under the equivalence relation 
~3~qd' itf V F~ 3 x ~ X . F[x]~ ~n cg '
and the uniformity consisting of the sets 
{(cg, cg ' )13x~X.  F[x]~q3Ncg'} for F~.~.  
As for metric spaces, every complete uniform space is sober (since every 
superfilter is Cauchy), and every compact sober uniform space is complete 
(Proposition 3.2.2). 
Definition 5.1.8. A function f :X  ~ Y between uniform spaces (X, if) and (Y, ~d) 
is uniformly continuous iff 
V G ~ ~d. f - ' (G)  = {(x, x') I(f(x), f(x')) ~ G} ~ ~.  
A uniform space (X,,~) is t~tally bou:zded iff, for each F~.~,  there are 
Xo . . . . .  x, ~ X such that 
x = U ~x,] .  
A uniform space (X, ~)  is chain-connected iff, for each F~; ,  every two points 
x, y ~ X are joined by an F-chain, that is, there are points Xo = x, x~ . . . . .  x, =y  
such that 
V i<n • (xi, xi+l)EF. 
Remark. The usual properties hold, for example, that a uniformly continuous 
function from a dense subspace of a uniform space into a complete uniform space 
has a unique uniformly continuous extension to the whole space. 
On the connections with compactness, we have already noted (Section 3.2) the 
disparity between this and the property of being totally bounded and complete. 
On the other hand, every continuous function on a compact uniform spa~c :.~ 
uniformly continuous, and every chain-connected compact uniform ,;pace is 
strongly connected (as in Proposition 4.1.3). These latter facts follow ~rom the 
essential uniqueness of compact uniformities as expressed in the following 
Proposition 5.1.9. Every open set including the diagonal o[ a compact uni[orm 
space belongs to the uni[ormity. 
Prooi. Let WeIT(X  2) and W~ za(X), where (X,.. ~) is a compact uniform sp~:ce. 
Then the definition of the topology, and the observation that 5~ is generated by il: 
open elements (Remark 5.1.3), show 
V x ~ X3  F~o~ f3 6~(X2) • (Fo F)[x]2 ~ W. 
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Thus compactness of X gives Xo,.. •, x~ e X and Fo , . . . ,  F~ ~ ~7(X  a) such that 
X = lJ Fi[x,] and Vi<~n.(FioFi)[xi]2~W. 
Then F=~,F~e.~,  and we aim to show that F_  W, so that Wef t  also. 
Giver~ (x, y)e F, choose i<~ n such that x e F~[x~]; then, since also (x, y)e F~, we 
get 
(x, y)e (F~ o F,)[x,]:___ W 
5.2. Uniformities on spaces of sections 
Remark 5.2.1. We now determine what a compatible uniformity on a space of 
sections looks like, and consider interpretations of various properties, just as for 
metric spaces. One of our main objects is to establish a connection with the 
definitions and results of [3, Chapter I], hereafter referred to as DH. The basic 
approach of DH is, of course, different from ours: they start with a projection of 
sets 7r : E ~ B and a kind of uniform structure [DH, Definition 1.6], and seek to 
define 'compatible' topologies on E and B, such that a given family of (global) 
sections of ~r are all continuous. Whereas, we start with topologies on E and T, 
and consider uniformities compatible with them. However, the two approaches 
converge in the notion of a field of uniform spaces [DH, 1.9-10], and we find that 
several of the results of DH are simply 'externalisations' of internal properties of 
uniform spaces. We would hope that this indication of the connection with 
internal logic might provide those working in the area of representations with a 
clearer methodology, in particular in the matter of finding the right definMons. 
Definition 5.2.2. A uniformity on a space of sections E will be a predicate ~, on 
g~(E2),_E 2 being the product of E with itself, which we have represented 
(Definition 2.2.1) as EvE .  If q~ is also compatible with the topology on E, we 
know that its open elements generate it; so, a fortiori, its representable elements 
(Section 2.4) generate it. 
Thus 4~ is determined by the values ~_A e ~]], for full A c_; EvE,  and hence by 
the family 
@ = {A~_A ~a,B ]A c E v E, full}, 
since then 
[I_A e ~1]= U {U[ Au ca  A U~](a,  b)e _A]}. (*) 
Now, given such a family ..~ of full subsets, we want to determine the conditions 
on .~ which will make the predicate q~ given by (*) a compatible uniformity: 
(a) For • to be a filter we need 
(i) (A ~ ~ ^  Au c B) -~ Bve ~,  for each open U_  d(A) = [3(a, b) e A ]; 
(if) (Ae~ABe~) - - , (A tTB)e~.  
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(b) For • to be a uniformity we need, putting d(A)=~3(a, b)eA],  for Ae~,  
(i) V ted(A) .  A(E,)_ A,; 
(ii) A - le~;  
(iii) V t e d(A) ] B e 9;[t e d(B) A (B o B) c_ A], (keep in mind that d(A) = [_A e 
qB], for A e ~:). 
(c) For q~ to be compatible we need that the set~ 
A[a] = {x I (a('n'(x)), x) ~ A}, 
for A e ~r and a e _E, form a neighbourhood basis for the topology on E for each 
point a(t) 
Remark 5.2.3. The main difference between these conditions and those of [DH, 
Section 1], for ~ to be a field of uniform spaces, is that in DH only 'global' 
elements of ,~ are allowed, that is, A with d(A)= T; and then the conditions on 
are correspondingly 'globalised', for example, (b)(i~i) becomes 
V Ae .~3Be~ . BoBc_A.  
Thus it is clear that the concept in DH is just a special case of the above 
conditions, and, in particular, a field of uniform spaces gives rise to an internal 
uniformity compatible with the given topology on _E. 
(To be a little more precise: given a field uniformity [DH, 1.6] q/we need to set 
~; ={Au [ A e~,  Ue~(T) ,  A full} 
and check the above conditions for .~ when (E, q/) is a field of uniform spaces.) 
It would be of interest o know whether our slightly more gen~.~ral concept is of 
any use to representation theory; note that anyway, if T is reguk.r, the t~vo 
concepts coincide. 
Remark 5.2.4. As examples of the way definition~ of DH correspond to internal 
ones for uniform spaces of sections, we observe that the definitions of the product 
of a family of fields of uniform spaces [DH, 1.33-37], and of morphisms between 
fields of uniform spaces [DH, 1.40], are exactly 'externalisatie: ~' of the internal 
product, and internal uniformly continuous functions, for the associated internal 
uniform spaces of sections. 
Example 5.2,5. (a) As in [DH, 1.11], if E is a constant bundle (T× X), where X 
has a compatible uniformity (g, then we have a compatible uniformity ~: on 
generated by the sets 
{(( t ,x ) , ( t ,y ) ) [ tcT , (x ,y)eG} for Ge~J. 
Thus, in particular, uniforraisability is 'preserved' in the sense of CGT I, Section 
2.2. 
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(b) If .E is metric, the corresponding family ~:, foT the internal metric unifor- 
mity (Example 5.1.6(a)), is generated by the sets 
A~ ={(x, y)e EvE I p(x, y)< e}. 
Note that in this, and in the previous example, o~ is generated by 'global' 
elements, in the sense discussed in Remark 5.2.3. 
(c) If .E is a topological group, we have continuous multiplication E v E ~ E, 
and inverse E ~ E, and global identity section e e _E, whose restrictions make 
each fibre E,'~a topological group. The uniformity (Example 5.1.6(c)) on E is given 
by J~ generated by the sets, for We O(E), 
Fw ={(x, y)e EvE lx .  y°l e W A e(1r(x))e W}; 
note that, in this case, 
d(Fw) = B'e e _W]I, 
and there might be interesting examples here where ~ was not generated by its 
global elements. 
Remark 5.2.6. Next we turn to relationships between internal properties of a 
uniform space of sections E and external ones of the fibres E,, since these are 
clearly also uniform spaces with uniformity 
~,  = {A, [ A e if, t e d(A)}. 
where ~; determines the uniformity of E as in Remark 5.2.3. We find that all the 
results obtained in Sections 2-4 for metric spaces of sections carry over directly to 
uniform spaces, iust by translating the proofs. For example: 
(i) If each fibre E, is complete, so is _E; the completion of .E is obtained as ~, 
where /~, is the completion of E, (Definitions 2.2.4 and 2.2.5). 
(ii) All uniform spaces of sections are sober (Theorem 2.2.8). 
(iii) The Spreading Lemma holds (Section 2.3). 
(iv) E is compact itI each fibre is compact and E is continuous (Section 3.3). 
(v) E ~,s chain-connected iff each fibre is chain-connected; it is strongly 
connected iff each fibre is connected (Section 4.2). 
(vi) In all topological models, every strongly connected uniform space is 
chain-connected, and every compact weakly connected uniform space is 
strongly connected (Proposition 4.1.3 and Section 4.3). 
Remark 5.2.'/. It is interesting to compare Remark 5.2.6(i) and (v) with [DH, 
1.18-26], where completeness and connectMty properties of the uniform space of 
global sections [DH, 1.14] are deduced from those of the fibres. Our results are 
then just 'localised' forms, from which the 'global' forms follow fairly directly; 
note however that the full global form of chain (or: 'Quasi') connectedness for the 
global sections turns out to be too strong to be derived from that of the stalks, and 
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instead the 'partially Iocalised' ~lotion of semi-connectedness is int:oduced [DH, 
1.20-23]. 
Exercise 5.2.8. Show that if E is totally bounded (Definition 5.1.8), then so are 
all the fibres. Give a counterexample to the converse implication. (Hint: take E to 
be a subspace of the constant bundle (• xll~).) 
Definition 5.2.9. Finally we interpret weak and strong separatedness of _E in 
terms of the ~ giving the uniformity. 
(i) E is weakly separated ift 
Vt. 17 ,~, = (-] {A, [ A ~5¢, t~ d(A)} = A(E,). 
This is the same as the condition of separatedness for a field uniformity [DH~ 1.6]. 
(ii) E is strongly separated iff 
V A e~ Y t~ d(A)3 B~,~[te d(B)/x Bcc-  A], 
making use of the alternative characterisation in Proposition 5.1.5. It would be 
interesting to know whether this condition turns up naturally in representation 
theory. 
5.3. Metrisation 
In this subsection we consider a metrisation theorem for uniform spaces, 
analogous to the classical one, in which the metric functions take values in the 
'extended' reals, defined below. Interpretation i  sheaves over a space leads 
exactly to a result of Dauns and Hofmann [3]. 
Definition 5.3.1. The extended Dedekind reals, ~,  consist of the open right cuts P 
in the rationals, satisfying 
(i) 3peP ,3pCP;  
(ii) (p<qAp~ P)---~ qe P; 
(iii) peP~3q<p.q~P.  
The order, for example, on ~e is defined by 
P<Q ifi ~ 3p~PVq~-Q.p<q.  
Remark 5.3.2. This formulation, which is the most convenient for our purpose, 
differs from that originally used by Staples [8]. A comprehensive treatment of ~ 
may be found in [11], where it is shown to be the constructive order-completion f
the rationals, and this is the property that chiefly concerns us here. One should 
think of an element P of R e as determining the 'real' which is its 'infimum'. 
Definition 5.3.3. A weak metric on X is a function p :X2- - ,R  ~ satisfying the 
usual conditions for a metric. The corresponding weak metric topology and 
uniformity are defined exactly as for metrics. 
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Example 5.3.4. (a) R* is itself a weak metric space, of course; note that its 
uniformity is weakly separated (as is that of any weak metric space), but not 
strongly so, as R * has no apartness relation on it. 
(b) The Bam.ch spaces of Burden and Mulvey [2] include a norm function into 
R *, which makes them weak metric spaces in the usual way. (This will become a 
little clearer in Remark 5.3.6.) In passing we observe that the 'Cauchy approxima- 
tion' completeness of Burden and Mulvey [2, p. 172] is exactly the filter- 
completeness of the weak metric uniformity (as in Definition 5.1.7). 
Now we are ready for our (weak) metrisation result for weakly separated 
uniform spaces. It would obviously be nice to have a (full) metrisability result for 
strongly separated ones, but at the moment his evades us; this question is clearly 
closely related to that of the complete regularity of strongly separated uniform 
spaces (Example 5.1.6(b)). 
Metrisalion th~;orem $.3.$. A uniform space is weakly metrisable if] it is weakly 
separated and has a countable basis. 
Proof. By a 'countable basis' for a uniformity ,~ we would mean, most simply, a 
countable sub:et which generates it. However, in the possible absence of the 
principle of Countable Choice, we need to take it to mean a sequence 
Fo, F1 . . . .  generatin~ : such that 
(i) Fo = (X x X); 
(ii) Vm. F~,, 1=F, , ;  
(iii) Vm. (F~+ 1 o Fm+l ° F,,+I) _ Fro. 
Firstly, the existence of such a basis follows directly from weak metrisability, 
setting, for m -~ 1, 
Fm = ((x, y) I p(x, y) < s-m}. 
Conversely, given such a basis, we define a weak metric p by specifying 
p(x, y) < q iff 
3,no . . . . .  m,-~ [ ~<n2-m'<q^(x, y)~(F,oO . . . .  F .... )1. 
i 
The verification that this works proceeds exactly as in the classical proof 
(assuming weak separatedness). 
Remark $.3.6. Next we want to start interpreting things in topological models, 
where we fine,, as in Burden and Malvey [2], that the extended reals in sheaves 
over a space T appear as the partial upper-semi-continuous f nctions from T 
to R. 
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Given a predicate 4) on • (the rationals, as in CGT I, Section 2.3) such that 
U = [~ is an open right c'at], 
in the sense of Definition 5.3.1, we define f:  U ,so ~R by 
f(t) = inf{p I t ~ ~p e ~}.  
Conversely, 4) is recovered from f according to 
[p ~ qb~ = {t I f(t ) <p}, 
the openness of this latter set, for all p, being exactly the upper-semi-continuity 
of f. 
Thus R ° appears as the space of sections of (T×R'),  where R' are the reals with 
the :opology of downwards closed open intervals (then R e gets the same topology 
i~ternally, which is the one that matters for weak metrics)~ 
Definition 5.3.7. Now a compatible weak metric on a space of sections _E wil, arise 
from an upper-semi-continuous function p : E v E -~ R, according to 
tr(a, b)(t) = p(a(t), b(t)), 
just as for (full) metrics (Definition 2.2.3). Compatibility then says that the tubes, 
for rr~(T),a~E_, 
T(U, a, e) = {x ~ Eu [ p(a(Ir(x)), x) < e} 
(which are always open, as p is upper-semi-continuous) form a basis for the 
topology on E, and the metric conditions are just that p acts as a metric function 
on each E,. 
Remark 5.3°8° Finally, to relate the above to [DH, 1.27-30], a function p as in 
Definition 5.3.7 determines exactly a field of metric spaces in the sense of [DH, 
1.27]. Then [DH, 1.30], shows that the associated tr(a, b), for a, b ~ E, is always 
upper-semi-continuous. 
And, lastly, [DH, 1.28-29], are a direct externalisation of the Metrisation 
Theorem 5.3.5. 
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